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Centiro Named "Cool Vendor" by the
leading analyst firm Gartner
Vendors selected for the "Cool Vendor" report are innovative, impactful,
intriguing and in line with Gartner’s view of current forces and trends in the
market. The report identifies the innovative companies, products and services
that shape business strategies.
"We are proud to be named Cool Vendor by Gartner – we provide true
innovation and transformational capabilities to customers where the supply
chain and logistics is core to business strategy and execution. The
recognition from Gartner is an honor and we believe affirms that the word
innovative can be used in its true right to describe the value we provide to
our customers", says Niklas Hedin, CEO of Centiro.
"The world of today requires companies to have new levels of adaptability in
order to respond to opportunities and market needs, we are happy that
Gartner recognizes our point of view", Niklas Hedin ends.
"Supply chain management innovation continues. Supply chain and IT leaders
can benefit from the new solutions emerging that are more adaptable, help
improve supply chain optimization and enhance decision making", notes
Gartner, Inc. in "Cool Vendors in Supply Chain Management Applications,
2013", Dwight Klappich, et al April 2013
For more information, please contact: Niklas Hedin, CEO Centiro Solutions
Mobile: +46-705-12 89 00
The report "Cool Vendors in Supply Chain Management Applications, 2013" is
an industry research publication from Gartner, Inc with id G00250447.

Centiro Solutions AB
believes in empowering logistics for successful companies. The software-asa-service platform provided by Centiro enables customers to manage and
control transportation and supply chain activities. The solutions are used by
customers and users in more than 65 countries. Among their customers, you
find some of the finest supply chains in the world. The Centiro company
culture has rendered them several awards – the company is currently listed
as one of the top 10 best places to work in Europe by Great Place To Work
Institute at number 8 in 2012. This is a testament to the Centiro core belief
that a great workplace attracts great people that in turn provide great
solutions and business value to customers.
Disclaimer:
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in our
research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only
those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research publications consist
of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be
construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or
implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Centiro Solutions AB
Centiro är en ledande innovatör av molntjänster för hantering av varuflöden inom
e-handel, logistik och industri. Centiros lösningar används av ledande företag och
varumärken i mer än 125 länder. Företaget har vunnit åtskilliga utmärkelser och
priser genom åren och är rankat som en av Sveriges och Europas bästa
arbetsplatser av Great Place to Work®.
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